Vehicle Windows Broken

During the afternoon of Friday, August 28, 2015, Cal State Fullerton Police Department received multiple reports of damage to car windows on the upper levels of campus parking structures (Nutwood, Eastside, and State College [no reports from the dorm structure at this time]). While Officers were taking reports from victims, they noticed several other vehicle windows were broken as well. In several cases, the only missing items were parking permits. Further patrol checks of the parking structures revealed several vehicles with broken windows that have yet to be discovered by their owners. If you do return to your vehicle and find any similar damage to your vehicle, please call the University Police at 657-278-2515 (press ‘0’ for a Police Dispatcher). There are no reported suspect(s) at this time.

CRIME TIPS:
• If you see something, say something.
• Call 911 (goes directly to University Police) if you hear the sound of breaking glass in the parking lots or structures.
• Always be aware of your surroundings.
• Report suspicious situations such as persons loitering in parking lot and unoccupied areas.
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This Crime Alert is compliant with the requirement of making timely reports of campus threats and providing information that will aid in the prevention of similar occurrences, as stated in 20 US Code, Subsection 1092, (f) (3).

If anyone has any information related to this case or incident, please contact Detective Sergeant Nigel Williams at the Cal State Fullerton Police Department at (657) 278-2903.